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To find out what the 2008
candidates and their supporters really thought on
election night check out
thenews.oro for blogs, picture slideshows and videos•..,.

The women's cross country team finished its I Peddler's Mall. a flea market In Murconference season with a second-place fin- ray, offers more than great deals for
ish. The men's team placed eighth, lB.
students; it also provides a creative
outlet and business experience for
one student. 58.
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Students rally outside the Residential Colleges Circle In celebration after Sen. Barack Obama was named president-elect. In Murray and calloway County 15,810 registered voters cast their ballot Tuesday.

Students celebrate historical election
Receiving 349 Electoral College votes to McCain's 163 .and
with about 64 million popular
votes to McCain's 56 million,
This year's presidential race
Obama made a clean sweep. But
is one for the history books,
with Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin
Ann Beck, associate professor of
coming close to being the rustgovernment law and international affairs, said a Democratic
ever fl!male vice president and
Sen. Barack Obama making hiswin is only half the battle.
"The president is only a small
tory as the fJist black president
following a landslide victory
part of what's happening," Beck
said. "Congress has more power
over Republican Sen. John
than the AmeriMcCain.
can
people
"This is history,"
Ter- ·~People can say they embrace understand."
Though a filirence Miles,
diversity, but now they are buster-proof
junior
from
New Orleans, going to have to prove it and Congress was
not achieved
La.. said. "So
walk the walk."
Tuesday night,
many people
Beck said Oba·
suffered before
- Doris Clark-Sarr
the Emancipa- director of Adventures in Math and rna's election
was a monution ProclamaScience and Upward Bound
mental one.
tion. It's about
"This is a very
time. Obama,
Obama, Obama."
critical time in American
Cries of triumph and jubilanational politics ... I think other
countries will think, 'What took
tion sounded on campus, with
students waving posters, fliers,
so long?"' Beck said.
Ma Li, sophomore and interbanners, shirts and buttons, as
national student from Beijing,
the mass of about 200 Murray
China, said she was excited to
State students congregated outside the Residential College Cirattend the results party to see
American students' reactions.
cle in celebration Tuesday
night.
" -· This election is important

Robin Phelps
News Editor

for this country and the world,"
Li said. "I wanted to see how
passionate American s tudents
are in the election, because in
China, the government chooses
the president."
Though Li said she had no
preference for a candidate,
many ·students and faculty
watching the results on TV did.
"I'm disappointed so far, but
McConnell did win," Joe Spinks,
senior from Pewee Valley, Ky.,
said as Obama's Electoral College vote sat at 207.
Regardless the outcome, history would have been made
either way.
"This is a night that's going to
change all of our lives ... the
president in the only position
that has a nation-wide con·
stituency," Brian Clardy, assistant professor of history, said.
After months of evaluating
each candidate's issues, voters
selected their preferred candidate.
"If my grandmother was alive
today, this would be something
she wouldn't believe," Doris
Clark-Sarr, director of Adven·
tures in Math and Science and
Upward Bound programming
said, "People are going have to
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President-elect Barack Obama celebrates after winning the election.
acknowledge the fact of their
racial issues and move forward
... people can say they embrace
diversity, but now they are
going to have to prove it and
walk the walk."
After Obama was named president-elect, supporters marched
through Murray State residen·
tial college parking lots before
watching Obama give his acceptance speech.
"He'll find a way to help the
middle and lower class.... In the
next couple of years, all of the

people who arc not where they
need to be financially, will be,"
Anita Kelley, junior from Memphis, Tenn., said. "He's achieved
so much because l just remember when l was little, when boys
in my class used to say, 'I wanna
be president when I grow up'
and the teachers would just look
at them like, 'That's never going
to happen' ... it's just amazing tl)
me that something like this
would happen."
•
Robin Phelps can be reached at
robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.

.
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ComillCJ Up

If you would like an event
to appear in the This Week
section, ful out a form in the
Murray State News office at
lll Wilson Hall, fax to 8093175 or e-mail information to
thenews @murraystate.edu.
Please submit events by
Wednesdays at noon. We cannot guarantee all items
received will be published.

• Friday: Honors ProQram BaUin· for
Books; 6 p.m.; Carr Health North Gym;

proceeds from entries benefit Waterfield Ubrary, free for spectators

• Nov. 17: W.E.E.P presentation; 4 p.m.;

cwm center Bartley Room: encts at
4'.30 p.m., free

Police Beat
Oct. 30
12:34a.m. A caller from Franklin
College reported several individuals in the back parking lot
possibly drinking alcohol and
smoking marijuana. Individuals
were gone on officer arrivaL
12:11 p.m. A caller from Hester
College reported smoke from
overcooked food. Murray Fire
Department, Facilities Management, the state frre marshal
and Murray State University
Environmental Safety and
Health were notified. An officer took a report.
1:46 p.m. A caller from Elizabeth College reported bum
marks on a bulletin board in the
third floor elevator lobby. Murray Fire Department, Facilities
Management, the state fire marshal and Murray State University Environmental Safety and
Health were notified. An offiter took a report for first
(.iegree arson.

Oct. 31

12:41 a.m. An officer at 14th

Adam Prescott
Adam Sexton
Alex Klausing
Alex Kursave
Alex Love
Alexander Wellinghurst
Andrew AsBridge
Andrew Beyke
Andrew Brigham
Andrew Cain
Andrew Lane
Andrew Robbins
Andy Stevens
Austen Lane
Austin Ashworth
Austin Berry
Austin Conrad
Austin Guill
Austin Johnson
Bart Morgan
Ben Honer
Ben Lemond
Ben Stinnett
Blaine Trexler
Blake McCuiston
Blake Morgan
Blake Sterling
Blake Will
Bob Courtney
Bobby Potts
Boone Lane
Brandon Conner
Brandon Elkins
Brandon Langston
Brandon Walker
Brandon Wayt

Street and Olive Boulevard
reported a subject with a contusion below the right eye. The subject reported not being in a fight.
3:46 p.m. Murray State Police
at Uth and Chestnut streets
issued a citation to Frank
Etoukwu, nonstudent from Murray. for passing a loading church
bus.

8:49p.m. A caller from the Roy
Stewart Stadium parking lot
reported a passenger screaming from a moving vehicle. An
officer checked the area and
did not find the vehicle.

Nov. I
12:03 a.m. A caller from White
College reported a very intoxicated student was brought in
by two people. The student did
not have a roommate. The residence director notified Housing and Emergency Medical
Services, but the student
refused transport. An officer
took a report.
12:16 a.m. The residence director at Franklin College reported someone drinking alcohol

Brent Jeffries
Brett Middleton
Brett Welter
Brooks Palmer
Bryan Cardenas
Bryan McHugh
Bryan Murdock
Bryan Vinson
Caleb Campbell
Cameron Gish
Chase Duncan
Chase Talcerio
Chris Marks
Chris Wade
Chris Young
Christian Klaas
Clinton Wolford
Cody 'Farthing
Cody Wiles
Colby Davis
Cole Stevens
Colton Gray
Corey Jamerson
Cory Balthrop
Cory Utley
Cory York
Craig Nunnley
Dakota Travis
Daniel Lancaster
Daniel Santosa
Darin Downs
Darrick Pinkston
Dave Normansell
David Borum
David Ohse
Derrick Healey

behind the building. The person also kicked over an ash
tray and was leaving the area
during the call.
2:09a.m. A caller from Farmer
Street reported two people
screaming in the caller's front
yard. The people went to the
back of the residence and were
quiet on officer arrival. The
Murray Police Department
was notified.
6!26 p.m. A caller from the Residential College Circle reported a group of students near
Hart College and Winslow
Dining Hall stunt-riding bicycles. An officer notified the
students of the Murray State
policy on bicycles and skateboards.

Nov.2

1:47 a.m. A caller requested
assistance from the Murray
Police Department for a large
gathering at the Alpha Tau
Omega fraternity house. Officers assisted.
8:39 p.m. The residence director at Hart College reported a
seventh floor window would

Doug Dowell
Doug Powell
Eli Nickel
Eric Miller
Eric Omelia
Evan Dixon
Evan Geraci
Evan Rice
Garrett Moberly
Graham Kuussalo
Grant Masterson
Grant Mathis
Greg Deahl
Harrison Blankenship
Heath Lemond
Jan Desilva
J.J. Hesch
Jackson Ader
Jacob Ferrell
Jacob Hagen
Jacob Lyon
Jacob Schneider
James Taylor
Jarad Faughn
Jarad Key
Jared Duncan
Jared Renner
Jason Koper
Jason Murphy
Jeff Baker
Jeff Earnheart
Jeremy Collins
Jeremy Powell
Jeremy Rowe
Jeremy Tinsley
Jerrod Henson

not close because of a wasp
nest Central Plant was notified.
ll:42 p.m. Murray State Police
at Chestnut Street issued a
citation to Robert Hollard,
senior from Murray, for speeding.

Nov.2
JMJ6 && A caller (Jom RiduDond
CoU.p reported a ~ WN
thrown

report for third degree criminal mls·

Nov.3

12:03 a.m. Murray State Police
at Coldwater Road issued a
citation to Justin Reynolds,
junior from Kevil, Ky., for
speeding.
3:45 a.m. A fire alarm at
Winslow Dining Hall was activated when a box of towels
spontaneously combusted. The
Murray Fire Department, Central Plant, the state fire marshal
and Murray State University
Environmental Safety and
Health were notified.
12:16 p.m. A caller from
Cutchin Field bouse reported
that a car struck the caller's
vehicle in the parking lot. An
officer took a report.

Nov.4

1:54 a.m. A caller from the Expo
Center requested an officer

Joe Jackson
Joe Johnson
Jon Hayes
Jonathan Burdon
Jordan Clinton
Jordan Gay
Jordan Synder
Jordan Turner
Josh Cain
Josh Dieckmann
Josh Knight
Josh Reed
Justin Champion
Justin Frizzell
Justin Greer
Justin Hughes
Justin McGregor
Kent Chandler
Kent Willett
Kevin Klepeis
Kyle Adler
Kyle Craig
Kyle Erwin
Kyle Hansen
Leonard Matlock
Lucas Allen
Luke Frank
Luke Weddle
Luke Welch
Marc Harmon
Mark Daniel
Mark Johnson
Mark Mallory
Mark Morris
Mark Stanley
Matt Collins

thrOUsh a window. Central

PlaJlt 'Was ~. An officer took a

cllief.
check on susplClous activity.
An officer determined two students were working with horses.
5:32 a.m. A caller from the
Expo Center reported one of
the two doors for the voting
precinct would not open. An
officer opened the door.
11:26 p.m. A caller from Hart
College requested an officer
walk through the building
because of several people coming into the college, some of
whom were not residents. An
officer checked the area.

Nov.S
7:31 LID. A caller from West
Farm reported cattle in the
parking lot at the F.xpo Center. A
farm manager put the cows away.
ll:S2 a.m. Murray State Police

Matt Fraliex
Matt Hitchcock
Matt Knopp
Max Arnold
Michael Fuehne
Michael Gish
Michael Morea
Michael Rust
Michael Vanhooser
Mikey Wethington
Mitch Hultman
Nick Allen
'Nick Bagby
Nick Cash
Nick Newcomb
Nick Pate
Nick Tompkins
O.J. Graczyk
Patrick Fallon
Patrick Harris
Philip Berardi
Rayne Crouse
Reece Mabry
Reis Driver
Ryan Fowler
Ryan Noland
Ryan Siebers
Sam Hensley
Sam Toby
Sean Espinal
Sean Miller
Seth Darnell
Seth English
Shawn Jenkins
Shawn Wilkinson
Spencer Morse

at Hungry Bear restaurant
arrested Mark Melloy II, nonstudent from Hazel, Ky., for
theft of a motor vehicle more
than $300 and driving without
a license.
5:11 p.m. A caller from Roy
Stewart Stadium reported a
student was injured in the stadium. Emergency Medical Services was notified.

Motorist assists - 1
Racer escorts - 4
Arrests- 1
Mia Walt ers compiles Police
Beat with materials provided by
Public Safety. Not all dis patched calls are listed.

Steffin Beasley
Steven Hurt
Taylor Sheridan
Thomas Krones
Toby Halfer
Todd Barrett
Tony Easley
Travis Mathis
Travis Twilbeck
Trevin Holder
Trey Tindell
Trey Vincent
Tyler Brockman
Tyler Buckingham
Tyler Caudill
Tyler Gilliland
Tyler Haida
Tyler Holloway
Tyler McCune
Tyler Neese
Jyler Owen
Tyler Reardon
Tyler Simmons
Tyler Sinclair
Tyler Stallons
Wesley Juenger
Weslery Ring
William Riggs
Zach Barnard
Zach Dintelmann
Zach Wiptler
Zach Witbart
Zach Smith

sxc.hu
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Group supports Ugandan children in fundraising event
Halley Kercheval
Staff writer
Y(lU live everyday in fear of being kidnapped
and forced to kill your own people. You risk
death if you resist. You spt•nd every night in
search of shelter from the kidnappers. It is a
nightmare. It is reality for many children,
known as the Invisible Children, in Northern
Uganda.
A group of Murray State students decided to
take action against the crisis in Uganda by
organizing a Displace Me c:tmpout on campus.
Whitney Wallace, sophomore from Dover,
Tenn.. is Onl' of the students organizing the
event.
"A friend s howed the Invisible Children
movie during Greek Week earlier this semester
to raise awareness of the situation," Wallace
said. "Several of us asked, 'What can we do to
help?"'
According to invisihlechildren.com, the
Tnvisiblc Children documentary expos~s the
realities of Northern Uganda's night com·
muters and child soldiers.
The non-profit organization Invisible Children, Inc., wns created to give compassionate
individuals an effective way to respond to the
situation, according to the organization's Web
site.
Displace Me is :m event created by Invisible
Children, Inc., to give participants a first-hand

look at what Uganda's night commuters experience.
Jared Ehrenheim. junior from Owensboro,
Ky.. is also planning the Displace Me event on
Murray State's campus.
"The point of it is to help people experience
for one night what these children go through
every night," Ehrenheim said. "Living in America we have such freedom and don't have to
worry about oppression like this. We can do
something to help these children have the free·
dom we have."
Alex Kursave, sophomore from Paducah,
Ky., and member of Murray State's Invisible
Children committee, said his heart was with
these· children since the day he first saw the
documentary in high school.
''This cvt•nt will take us at Murray State and
put us in the shoes of kids walking miles and
miles to find a safe place to sleep.'' Kursavc
said. "Through the money we raise from the
event we can offer these kids hope."
for Kursuvc, participating in the Displace
Me campuut goes beyond sending support in
monetary form.
"For me, it is sharing the love of Christ to
these people," he said. "When Jesus fed the
5,000, he met them where they were. He pro·
vided what they needed first, then got to share
the gospel with them. That's why I am doing
this."
The Displace Me campout will take place on

Photo courtesy ot invisiblechildren.com.

The Invisible Children oroup mission is to Improve the quality of life for war-affected children by provldino
access to education. enhance JearniOQ environments and Innovative economic opportlllltles.
to register a team, contact Casey Coffman at
Nov. 14 in the Quad. Teams of five may partie·
ipate for $50. The committee will provide
water. crackers and boxes to sleep in, but
teams may bring a tent. snacks and non-alcoholic beverages.
For more information about the campout or

314·805-8005.
To learn about other ways to help with Invisible Children, Inc., visit invisiblechildren.com.

Hailey Kercheval can be reached at
hailcy.kerchcval@murraystate.cdu
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Opinion Editor: Alaina Zanin
Phone: 809-5873

Our view

The death of Racer-Touch
Students use Racer-Touch scheduling for the last time, not sad to see it go
The staff editorial is the majority opin·
ion of the editorial board of The Murray
State News.
"Please hold, all lines are busy."
This phrase will soon be a distant bad
memory to Murray State students.
For the past 12 years, students have
sometimes waited several minutes to
schedule on the Racer-Touch phone system. With the advent of the online
records system in spring 2009 the University is now training and working on,
students may soon schedule their classes
online. The new online system enables
students to map out a whole semester of
classes with the touch of a button.

Murray State is somewhat behind the
times in implementing this technology, as
compared to similar schools in the surrounding area.
For example, Southeast Missouri State
and Eastern Kentucky University have
had online scheduling for years with satisfactory results.
Staff in the registrar's office have bct•n
training with the new system for several
months and plan to be fully adapted to
the system by spring registration time.
Kristina Jackson, associate registrar,
said she expects the transition to go
smoothly with little to no errors.
"We've been training for several

months," Jackson said. "We're still in the
throes of acclimating and getting students information on the new system."
Obviously. there arc some security and
accuracy concerns that go along with any
online system.
Registrar Kathy Kerr said thc.y are
working hard to fix any problems before
the system is implemented in the spring.
"Anytime you switch systems there arc
going to be little bugs and kinks to be
worked out," Kerr said. "That is why we
are in training, so that we can encounter
and fix as many problems as possible
before it is implemented. I just think it's
exciting and I'm looking forward to it. 1

think it's going to be great for the University.''
The News commends administrators
and staff for realizing investments in
technology arc important for the overall
health and well-being of our growing university. If we have made a commitment
to be a the forefront of academic excellence. we at least need the housekeeping
tools to make this possible.
The death of Racer-Touch means more
than the convenience it will provide students staff and faculty. It means we are
moving forward. It's a sign of the times,
and The News contends that it's about
time.

what do you think•••

2009: a murray state registration odyssey

is Racer-Touch convenient or would you rather schedule classes online?

'It would be more convenient to use com·
puters because you can see what you've
scheduled and all your requirements would
be right in front of you."

Jacob Savage • Hopkinsville, Ky.
senior
"Computers. You won't get put on hold."
Haley Thomason • Murray
junior

"Classes? ·

I~

C.J. Houston • Joliet, Ill.

senior

Emily Cnrtwright /ThP News

Your voice

Letters

Protecting the environment: More than tree-hugging
We can all n1ake small changes in our resource con1sun1tion to have an impact
It all started when activist
Robert F. Kennedy Jr. spoke
this past spring on campus. I
felt inspired and I decided that
day I would make a difference
in fighting for a new cause: The
environment.
Kennedy spoke on the
importance of voting, fighting
global warming, recycling and
Misty
pollution. As I sat there, I felt
Hays
like I had to do something and
Mbty Hays is
continue to do even more.
the Photography Edi·
I went from recycling some
tor of The Murray
things such as plastics and
State News.
paper to recycling everything
including all plastics, glass,
paper, aluminum, etc. Now, I
take my things once a month to
be recycled.
My laundry room is often
filled with all of these until
recycle day, When garbage
pick-up day rolls around once a
week, I've noticed that we
don't really have a lot of trash
anymore and this makes me
happy.
The environment is important. Whether you believe in
global warming or not. you
cannot deny the recent changes
in our climate, and our icc cap!'>
are melting at the North and
South poles.
Some experts believe it is

the news
MURRAY S'li\TE UNIVERSITY
2609 University Station

Murray State University
Murray. Kentucky 42071-3301
[·mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 809·3175

thenews.org

due to greenhouse gases while
others believe changes in the
Antarctic
landscape
are
because of natural fluctuations
in climate.
Either way, this climate
change affects everyone on
earth. Gov. Steve Reshcar has
said numerous times coal is not
our only source and we need to
e":pand our horizons berond
Kcntuc~.

During his visit to campus
this past spring, Bcshear spoke
about burning coal, cleaning up
the environment and alternative resources.
"Burning coal and cleaning
up the environment don't have
to he conflicting goals,"
Beshear said.
Bad air also affects everyone.
According to the American
Lung Ass,>ciation, 24,000 premature deaths each year are
attributed to power plant pol·
lution. In addition. the re!scarch
estimates that over 550,000
asthma attacks, 38,000 heart
attacks and 12,000 hospital
admissions are caused annually
by power pl:mt ptlllution.
One in six women have so
much mercury in their body
caused by bad air that her child
will be horn with autism, blind·

the news editorial board
Ashley Edwards

I

I

Editor-in-Chief · 809·6877
Robin Phelps
News Editor· 809·4468

Alaina Zanin
Opinion Editor • 809·5873
Whitney Harrod
Features Editor • 809·5871
Alison Mugler
Sports Editor • 809·4481

ness or other health complications. The Bush administration
was the worst t:nvironmental
administration in history- with
the head of the Environmental
Protection Agency being a utility lobbyist, as Kennedy pointed out in his lcl'turc. There arc
some things cwryonc can do to
make a difference.
Reduce the amount of energy
you use at home by simply
turning off lights when you're
not in the room, unplugging
idle appliances when not in usc
- including TV sets and cellphone chargers - and turning
your computer off instead of
leaving it on all day.
Rt.•ust.• or repair something
instc;~d of throwing it away.
Borrow or rent something
instead of buying new stuff or
consider buying used items.
Recycling includes buying
wcyc:led items - in fact it's one
the most important parts of the
recycling process.
Hopefully, people will .start
to rt·alize our effccL'> on the
planet and takt• :tction. It will
not just affect us and our chil·
dren hut our grandchildren and
so on. What we do now is vital
in how our families will live in
tht.• future.

Erika Forberg
Advertising Manager • 809·4478
Katelyn Swift
Production Manager • 809·5874
Misty Hays
Photography Editor • 809·5878

Emily Wuchner
Chief Copy Editor ·• 809·5876
Joe Hedges
Adviser · 809·2998

Student disagrees with publicizing gossip Web Site
Dear Editor,
In reading the latest paper I am very disappointed to see the
front page article about JuicyCampus. This site is as disgusting as
it is hurtful. I had a friend recently who told me that someone had
said all kinds of nasty things about her on this site. I had never
heard of the site at that time and responded by saying, •Who
would even look at that crap?"
Well, it looks like everyone at Murray State since you decided
to make this a front page story. Is it really worth it to report on
on<.' suicidal student's post and at the same time bring attention
to hundreds of hurtful and discrediting lies about other students?
Why not create your gossip column in The Murray State News?
Why not tell everyone where they can go to hear this trash? Oh
wait, you did and you basically just welcomed JuicyCampus into
Murray State, whether the Student Government Association con·
dcmns it or not.
-Jordan Steiner, sophomore, from Murray

Murray Citizen disagrees with pro-alcohol commentary
<In response to the Oct. 24 commentary "Dry or damp, Murray's outdated alcohol vending laws need revamping)
To attempt to build the enrollment of Murray State on an available store is preposterous. I can Just imagine reading that in a
brochure proclaiming the virtues of this institution of higher
learning! Statistically, I would ask how many undergrads are
even of the legal drinking age in this state.
Those choosing an alternate college/university due to the
availability of a liquor store are probably better served in that
alternate school.
Most students afC not permanent residents of either the city or
county. Those living <tnd working here should be the ones with
the voice.s. A part-time resident is just that ... part-time. Live with
the law. rules and restrictions as set forth by the taxpayers.
I'm waiting to sec the day Murray slides into obscurity and
ceases to exist. Have you looked around to see the growth? Have
you aucmptcd to purchase a home or commercial property? The
prices of these, alone. tell the story. Murray is not in danger of
disappearing due to the lack of a liquor store.

- Susan, posted on thcncws.ocg Oct. 25

from the front
til om top left) Cross country photo by Kristen M1lle1/The News; Emma Wall photo by Caitlin Dunnagan/ The News; video
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Face Off

Should smoking in public be illegal?

Yes

No

Smoking is a
health threat
to all citizens

Government
should be less
controlling

Many who support bans on
smoking in public argue the primary justification for such government-imposed bans is the need
to protect individuals from the
harmful effects of second-hand
smoke.
Additional rationales for smok·
ing restrictions include the
reduced risk of lire, the cleanliness of an establishment.
decreased legal liability. reduced
quantities of litter, healthier envi·
ronments and creating an incentive for smokers to quit.
I am fully aware smoking is not
a habit that will disappear at any
point in the ncar future, so we
must find ways to effectively deal
with fire hazards, clean environments and legal issues without
forgetting the presence of smokers. And quite frankly, I don't give
a damn about providing incentives for smokers to quit. As it has
been drilled into my head since
infancy, I am perfectly aware
smoking is not a healthy habit.
Therefore, I have no sympathy for
those who choose to start and I
have no sympathy for those who
whine about not bt'ing nblc to
quit. Tough luck.
I do, however, take issue with
the fact that when I go out for dinncr in Murray. there are several
restaurants which still permit
indoor smoking. When 1 decide to
go out for a bite. 1, as a non-smoker, ~hould not be forced to inhale
second-hand cigarette smoke in
the name of "freedom." This
catchword, "frecuom,". that seems
to be so freely tossed around in so
many conversations concerning
the law, refers to the absence of
undue restrictions placed on the
individual and the individual's
opportunity to exercise one's
rights and powers. You want to
smoke? That's fine by me; my
telling you otherwise would be an
insult to your individual liberty.
But when your cigarette smoke
prevents me from breathing clean
indoor air, the issue becomes an
infringement upon my own individual rights. The solution?
Smoke outside. Problem solved.
And with a ban on indoor smuk·
ing, outside is exactly where you
would lind yourself should you
decide to light up in public.
All of this being said, 1 also do
not feel that government-mandated smoking restrictions should be
imposed on privately owned busi-

Kelly
Mackin
is a senior
from
Philpot, Ky.

nesses. As the first city in Ken·
tucky ro implement a smoke-free
ordinance. Lexington, Ky., pro·
hibits smoking in any public
building, induding food servke
establishments, bars, laverns.
bingo and bowling centers. pool
halls, public areas in hotels and
any other building with public
access. True, Lexington's ban
does feel a bit excessive. Bul in a
place like Murray, individuals arc
certainly not forced lo dine at
smoke-friendly restaurants or to
frequent certain bars. And while I
would be thrilled to go out to n
bar that prohibits smoking, l also
support the right of the individual
business owner to create establishment rules as he or she sees
fit. So perhaps a combination of
the Lexington non-smoking ordinance and a slight!)· more lax law
would benefit the whole of the
community. Should bu!>iness
owners choose to prohibit smok·
ing in their establishments, they
very weU might see an increase in
business anyway. Those who
smoke can always move outside
momenlarily.
l hope that business owners,
regardless of the law, realize the
positive aspects of prohibiting
smoking in their establishments.
While I support a ban on
indoor-smoking in public estab·
lishmcnts, I realize that we must
lind a middle ground, a pathwa)'
of compromise, that will create a
better atmosphere for everyone,
smokers and non-smokers alike.

It's amazing, isn't it? We Jive in
a free land, and yet we love nothing more than stripping away
each other's freedoms. The latest
liberty on the chopping block is
one's right to smoke in a public
place.
It's no secret that prolonged
exposure to nicotine is harmful
to one's health, but people are
taking their disdain for nicotine
to the extreme by suggesting it is
OK to order smokers to get out
or give it up.
Any habit has its risks, but who
are we to make a decision for
someone else based on our personal preferences?
Every person has his or her
own vices, and while they may be
harmful to that person now or in
the long run, it is that person's
constitutional right to make his
or her own decisions.
Substance intake may not
include the most beneficial
things, but if that person knows
the risks and still proceeds, what
right do others have to say no?
Getting someone to stop a
harmful habit might require an
intervention, but ultimately it is
that person's decision to quit.
and that person's alone.
My own father Lc; a smoker and
has been for almost 40 years. But
he is also a responsible person:
for heaven's sake. he just retired
after nearly 35 years as a police
officer.
He is incredibly mindful of my
mother's terrible asthma, and as

The electorate
speaks loud and clear
Jodi
Keen
is a Copy Editor
for
The News.
long as I have been alive, I have
never seen him smoke a cigarette
in our home - not once. He also
doesn't light up in the car with
her or even in her general vicini·
ty.
He knows what the smoke
does to her health, and he
respects that she physically cannot tolerate it by distancing himself from her when a cigarette is
between his lips. And approving
a law that would ban all public
smoking would be like slapping
that responsible man, my own
father, in the face.
Last year, some Murray State
non-smokers asked that certain
areas of campus be designated
smoking sections. The school did
so, and yet people still arc not
happy.
The more heavily trafficked
entrances of Faculty Hall, for
example, were chosen as smoking areas and thus would force
pedestrians to usc the doors on
the opposite side if they did not
want to pass through cigarette
smoke to get into the building.
The furor was, to me, surprisingly loud and quite childish.
Had this group not asked the
school to act?
Request granted.
My first suggestion: Make a
more specific request next time.
My next suggestion: Grow up.
Who cannot walk 100 more
feet to the other side of the building?
I myself do this almost daily
when entering' Faculty Hall
because the opposite side stairs
are less jammed with people. Arc
we so lazy that we cannot force a
little more exercise on ourselves?
Really?
I am a believer in compromise,
and I also believe no person is
perfect.
Each person has been granted
by God (and in the U.S .• by the
state} the ability and the right to
choose his or her own path in
life, and to ban one's right to
smoke ln public places, or even at
all, is not just a minor infringe·
ment on that person's right - it's
stealing it.
And the last time I t:hecked, we
don't condone theft. Unless we
also want to take that on, while
we're at it. Some things just need
to be left alone, and smoking in
public places is one of them.

Inside the Office

Agroup of The Murray State News staff members gives its piece on adifferent topic each week.
Tim
McAllister

Caitlin
Dunnagan

Assistant
Sports Editor

Photographer

Laura
Cash
Staff
writer

song is an iPod must-have?
"'Put On' by Young Jeezy
because I like to shake my
groove thang."

''Michael Jackson's 'Billy Jean,'
because how are you suppose to
party without 'Billy Jean?'"

Zani ___
____ nco ~

"'Eye of the Tiger' by Survivor
because I love the movie 'Rocky,'
and 'Here It Goes Again' by OK
Go because it had the greatest
music video."

Whoops, hollers,
pan-banging
and
shrieks of jubilation
could be heard across
the nation, across the
Heartland and across
campus as the Associated Press declared
Sen. Barack Obama the
Alaina
winner of our nation's
Zanin
44th presidency.
As we keep hearing
over the airwaves of political pundits and
news anchors alike: This was a historic
election.
Well, duh, of course it was.
We elected the fttst black president,
youth voters turned out in record num·
bers, a woman had the chance to be vice
president, a woman had the chance to
become the democratic nominee and we
could have elected the oldest president to
date.
This is old news.
What does the election of Barack
Obama reaJly mean for our country?
Well, to me, a young voter. 1 sec the significance, but the idea of a black presi·
dent isn't that shocking to me. I didn't
grow up in a time of segregation. I don't
know the struggles of the civil rights
movement. Diversity was inherent in
many of my classrooms and workplaces.
In my mind we were always equal, we
always have been.
This, however, is not so for the generations before us. People suffered violence,
oppression and death to get to this point:
to prove that we all cry the same tears,
bleed the same blood and hurt with the
same hearts.
I think it is important to recognize the
struggle of those before us where, as Martin Luther King Jr. put it, we "live in a
nation where (we arc} not be judged by
the color of their skin, but by the content
of their character."
On Tuesday evening. as I watched the
crowd gathered in Grant Park in Chicago,
I could see the glints of hope in everyone's eyes.
As the camera focused on Rev. Jesse
Jackson with tears streaming down his
face, tears came to my own eyes.
At first I felt silly for becoming emo·
tional about politics, but in his face I saw
all of the adversity, pain and obstacles he
faced as a black man in America. On
Tuesday, Jackson got validation. He got
to say "Yes, we can.''
This was a proud moment for America.
As energetic, historic and exciting as
this election season has been . in the wake
of it, the public and the media arc left saying, "So, what now?"
Obama has some big shoes to fill (well,
kind of - sorry Bush, you do have some of
the worst public satisfaction ratings in
history), some big problems to solve,
some big campaign promises to fill and
more racism to overcome.
Not to mention convincing all fervent
McCain supporters he is competent
enough to run the country.
Bottom line: The voice of the next gen·
eration spoke loud and clear, saying
"change, please."
We want more jobs, we want to fix the
economy, we want to breathe clean air,
we want to co-exist in a peaceful world.
We want more than tolerance. We want
more than talk of action and tolerance
and diversity. We want to make it hap·
pen. We want to live it.
As Americans, I don't think our overall
interests differ as much as we think.
Many of us simply have different ideas of
how to get to where we were need to go.
We need to leave a voice for the minority, as well as respect the wishes of the
majority within our great democracy. We
need now. more than ever. solidarity and
compromise.
Whether your vote was for Obama or
McCain, I urge you to give the president·
elect a chance to move the country in a
new direction.
Maybe then we can start to live the
dream our forefathers have challenged us
to find.
Maybe then we can celebrate our differences and overcome hatred.
Maybe then we all really will be free.

Alaina Zanin can be reached at
alaina.zanin@murraystate.edu.

Write to us
The Murray State News welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or less. Contributors should include phone numbers for
verification. Please include hometown. classification and title or relationship to the University. Commentaries should be limited to 500 words. The Murray State
News reserves the right to edit for style, length and content. All contributions should be turned in before Wednesday of each week via e-mail or thenews.org.
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Across Campus

University considers future of campus directory
AshleeCobb
Staff writer
To print the phonebook or
not to print the phonebook?
That is the question Linda
Miller, chief information's
officer of the Murray State
Information Technologies
department, has to answer.
"The situation we arc in
now is the contract of renewing the phone books is up, and
we arc deciding whether to
renew th<.• cont
ract or cancel the paperback
versions all together," Miller
said.
The directories Murray
State puts out each year
include information such as
phone numbers and addresses for faculty, staff nnd students.
Some main reasons why
Murray State may not reprint
the phonebook next year
depend on the amount of
paper used to make them and
the lack of student use.
"Each of thc..•;c phonebooks
is around 100 pages each, and

we print 4,500 a year," Miller
said. "That is :.1 lot of paper.
Also, students' phone habits
have changed over the past
few years. Students arc no
longer in an environment
where they need a phonebook beside \heir phone
because most. things arc
online now."
Miller approached the Stu·
dent Government Associa·
tion with the idea of canceling the phonebooks.
The consensus was stu·
dents in the residential col·
leges do not need paper
copies of the phonebook, but
student workers in various
departments usc them often.
In fact, last year many rl!sidential colleges did not even
. pick up phonebooks for n•sidents, Miller soid.
Kelsey Chinbcrg. freshman
from Louisville, Ky., said she
does not regularly usc the
directory.
"I personally don't usc the
directory because most of the
information is available
online,"
Chinberg .said.

WHowcver. I do know some
students that use them especially when they are working."
Miller said although no
immediate actions will take
place this semester. an organized group will examine
whether the change will go
into effect for next year.
"We have talked to thc
Information
Technology
Advisory committee, which is
a group of campus administrators including faculty and
staff that looks at things
affecting technology on cam·
pus," Miller said. ''The same
information is available
online that is available in the
phonebooks except for two
things: fax numbers and
department listings that are
at this point not available
online."
Having the phonebooks
online will help with the
accuracy of the information
with easy, regular updating,
which is not possible with
paper copies.

Hailey Kercheval

Society honors
endeavors in
international
education
thenews.org
Staff writer

Academic honor society Phi Beta Delta will
hold an initiation ceremony for its first class of
inductees at 6:30 p.m.
Nov. 17 in the Curris
Center Ballroom.
According
to
its
brochure, Phi Beta Delta
is the first honor society
dedicated to rcl~ognizlng
Sl'holarly achievement
in international education.
It was founded at Cal·
ifornin State University,
Long Beach in 1986, and
was established as a
national organization in

"The numbers (in the
paper copies) sometimes are ,
no longer accurate or as accurate as we would like them to
be because of the time they
are printed," Miller said.
With some information
availahlc online to anyone,
issues discussed are those of
privacy and safety of the students on campus.
"I would not want my cell
phone number availablL·
online,'' Chinbcrg said. "But I
have no problem with my
room number and address
available online. Although I
am sure some students would
have a problem with it, it
would not worry me."
Whatever decision admin·
istrators make, the information for those needing is
available.
Said Miller: "What we need
to realize ami take into
account for, is what we do
now will affect what will hap·
pen a year from now."
Ashlec Cobb can b~
reached at ashlee.cobb@

1987. Today it is an international society with
more thnn 150 chapters.
Chris Bierwirth, director of the Kentucky
Institute for International Studies, said the Eta
Gamma Chapter at Murray State was founded
last spring.
"It is the academic
honor society for international scholars," Hierwirth said via e-mail.
"Unlike many academic
honor societies, Phi Beta
Delta includes faculty
and staff as well as students among its members."
T~e
organizotion's
brochure lists three cate·

About 4,500 copies of theUniversity's telephone directory are printed
annually.

gories of members:
international students
who have demonstrated
scholastic achievement
in their American institutions, domestic stu·
dents who have demonstrated
scholastic
achievement in academic studies abroad, d istinguished faculty and staff
involved in international
endeavors and honorary
members who have
achieved extraordinary
feats of internationalism.
"The mission of the
organization is two-fold:
to promote the internat ionalization of e ducation and to recognize
scholarly achievement

in the field of intcrna·
tional education," she
said.
Bierwirth said any student who is interested in
international studies or
comes from an intcrna·
tiona! background :md
wishes to promote the
exchange of information
and ideas about intcrna·
tionalizing college curricula should consider
joining the organization.
"And of course membership in an honor society always looks good on
a graduate's resume," he
said
Tamsyn Gamer. junlor
from Poplar 'Bluff, Mo.,
· saiJ a society like Phi

Beta Delta is a great
opportunity for networking.
"Ynu'd meet other,
people who had ~tudied,
or taught abroad," sh~
said. "Maybe if you an!
considering teaching or
doing graduate studies
ahroad, you could meet
contacts through the
organization. It sounds
neat."
For more informal ion
about Phi Beta Delta
honor society contact
Chris Hierwirth at 8093528.
H;~i/cy Kcrch£'val can
be
reached
ar
h a ilt.• y. kerch ct•,!l@
murroystate.cdu.
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Across campus

Shakin' Up Shakespeare

Students camp out in (baad
Students will hold the "Displace Me"
fundraiser at 7:30 p.m. Nov. 14 in the Quad
to benefit Ugandan children.
Five-member teams are $50 per entry.

Organization combines literature, artistic forms
Clayto n Vertrees
Stnff writt~r
While some sleep during Shakespearian acting,
others dream about Shakespearian acting in their
sleep
Shakin' Up Shakespeare, a Murray State student orgnnization, hopes to bring both groups a
little closer to the arts.
Through the group's bimonthly meetings in
the second floor lounge of Regents College, Barbara Cobb, associate professor of English and
philosophy and Shakin' Up Shakespeare co-sponsor, said the faculty and student organization
encourages students to experiment with various
subtleties of their scripts and partake in the
Shakespearian tradition of improvisation.
While some students come to meetings
expecting to learn proper technique for reading
Shakespeare, Cobb said many leave pleased to
discover the necessary flexibility of interpreting
Shakespeare.
Others attend because it provides a creative
outlet for a range of Murray State students inter-

Group hosts celebration

lines, Jones said Shakespearian actors catered
their performances to the audience's reaction of
the day.
''I suspect that certain clements that are con·
fusing to us may have to do with the relationship
between the actor and the audience," Jones said.
"The 'Hamlet' that we read probably bears very
little resemblance to the one seen onstage, and
the plays seen on stage were probably very different from the ones that traveled to different
communities."
As the Shakin' Up Shakespeare program
expands, ]ones said he and other faculty members expect to form an acting troupe to showcase
their tale nt through radio drama, local school
performances and appearances at the annual
Murray Shakespeare Festival in March.
"Doing what we do now is wonderful, and the
benefits are endless," Jones said. "This is the kind
of setting for students who attempted to pick up
a Shakespeare play, opened it and closed it again
after about four lines."
Clayton Vertrees can be reached at
james. vertrees@murraystatc.cdu.

ested in Shakespeare's work.
Cobb said the group maintains no require·
ments to join and welcomes students regardless
of acting experience or literary background.
"Being weighed to text is kind of a nonsequitur in Shakespeare performance," Cobb
said. "There is some play that had to go on with
the language in these plays because they wer e
dynamic, no static bodies when they were
borne.?
Murray State faculty including Rusty jones,
associate professor in the department of English
and philosophy and Shakin' Up Shakespeare cosponsor, hopes students will see the group as an
opportunity to learn.
Jones said students can learn the traits of
Shakespeare's writing, which sat his plays apart
from his contemporaries.
Shakespeare's ability as a playwright to entertain an audience through a relevant play full of
humor not only contributed to his success, but
also made improvisation essential to a successful
performance.
Instead of structured memorization of dry

The Indian Student Organization will
host a celebration event at 6 p.m., Nov. 14
in the Curris Center Large Ballroom.
Thl• event will feature traditional Indian
traditions and customs.
Tickets are $6 for Murray State students
with Racercard and $8 for the general
public.
Proceeds will benefit thl• Backpack Program, a local community fundraising project assisting elementary school children.

Enrollment reaches 10,000
The University experienced growth in
international students, graduate students,
freshmen and extended campuses for the
academic year, reaching 10,025 students.

Correction
In last week's Police Beat, The News
in<:orrcctly said on Oct. 26 Jordan Savage,
senior from Wildwood, Mo., received a
citation for reckless driving. It was actually Jordan Savage, nonstudent from Murray. The News regrets the error.

International Week approaches · Club holds blood drive
David Borum
Staff writer
Murray State will hold
its annual International
Education Week Wednes·
day through Nov 16. The
Global Campus Committee, as a joint initiative of
the U.S. Department of
State and U.S. Department
of Education.
Michael Basile, director
of the Institute of International Studies, said the purpose of lEW is to promote
programs that will prepare
students to rise above any
obstacles of international
engagement.
"The world is a lot more
complex and interconnected now and i£ our students
ure to have a role in
advancing the cause of
peace and understanding
around the world, we have
to provide them with as

much international experience us we can so they can
m;tke adjustments to international
engagement,"
Uasile said.
Basile a lso said Murray
State's Institute for International Studies works
year-round to provide stu·
dents with international
engagement.
In addition, the program
offers foreign exchange
students with a premier
English education. Murray
State provides its students
with the opportunity to
study as an exchange student in more than 25 countries. Add itionally, there is
an entire English as a Sec- •
ond Language department,
with about 25 faculty members trained in providing
exchange students with an
American education.
"International Education
Week is the most impor-

tant week of the semester
for us, but it is still just one
element of the year-round
efforts to provide students,
and the community with
these types of experiences," Melanie McCallon.
associate director of Education Abroad and chair of
the Global Campus Com·
mittec said.
Basile said 30 individual
programs are incorporated
into the 2008 fEW.
Faculty, staff and student
members who have taken
the initiative to assimilate
international activities into
Murray State curricula put
on the programs.
T he program is a national event originally sponsored by the Institute of
International Education in
New York City, consisting
many institUtes countrywide, Basile said. Murray
State is a member of the

or

natio nal Institute of International Education.
"One main reason is any
international exposure is a
plus," Basile said. "Conside ring we already have
employers seeking students with the ability to
adapt to the world outside
of this country's borders."
T he University has taken
the initiative to integrate
international experience
into a rural part of the country for several reasons.
Said McCallon: "For
those students who don't
have the opportunity to
travel abroad, or take
advantage of other programs we provide, International Education Week
provides us with the
opportunity to bring the
world to them."
David Borum can be
reached at david.borum@
m urraystate.edu.

Megan Locke
Staff writer
The Murray State Red Cross
Club celebrated Halloween with
a blood drive in the Curris Center
Dance Lounge.
The Red Cross Club sponsors
several blood drives throughout
the year, which are open to both
students and faculty, regardless
of whether they have donated
before. The Red Cross asks for
student donations for a variety of
reasons.
"Obviously, it's a direct, good
cause," Caroline Baumann, club
president and sophomore from
St. Louis, said, "You give blooc.l
and it goes to help someone else.
It goes directly to the cause."
Baumann said the blood
received during the blood drive
goes toward a lot of different
things, including m:1jor surgeries,
cancer patients and disaster
areas.
The Red Cross Club started
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providing incentives this yc.ar, so
students would have more reason
to donate..
Incentives include a chance to
win a $50 Visa card. The last
blood drive sponsored by the Red
Cross Club resulted in about 140
donations.
The Red Cr'i>ss also sponsored
"Blood Feast 2008" Saturday.
Baumann said the purpose of
the event was to raise money for
the Heroes Campaign, sponsored
by the CaUoway County Red
Cross.
The next Red Cross blood
drive is scheduled on Jan. 26 and
27 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Curris Center Dance Lounge.
Students who donated Friday
may donate again at this time.
Fur those interested in learning
more about the mission of the
Red Cross, the club meets from 5
to 6 p.m. on Tuesdays in Carr
Health Room 104.
Megan Locke can be reached ac
megan.lockc@murraystate.edu.
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Murray community participates in historic ~Iection
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Emily OrtWiigh!/Tht• News
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Misty

Astudent stands at a voting boOth as he makes his
decisions In the 2008 election.

Brian Clardy, associate professor of
history, kicks-of the Undergraduate
Research and Scholarly ActiVIty
Office's election resultS party at
Hart ThorouQhbrewed cafe Tuesday
night.
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Their family and friends
were left behind.
Iheir- goal was peace for- all mankind.,
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Fighting for liberty and justice for all.
Some lived to see it,
but some didfall.
Each one risked their life,
so freedom .could ring.

fJ'rom 1-5 y.m. on '1fCN. 16 is our '}{o{iday ()_pen 1fouse
'.Bonus Card witfi every yurcfiase
for anotfier 2 oyercent off durina Vecem6er
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Both the men's and women's cross country teams
fravelcd to Cape Girardeau, Mo., last Saturday to
compete in the Ohio Valley Conference champjonships.
"' The women's team saved its best performance for
fast, capping off a strong season with a second-place
overall finish, their best since 1990.
~· The team had four Racers finishing in the top ll.
•· Sophomore Katelyn Jones was the top individual
finisher for Murray State, coming in third out of 72
'funners with a time of 18:48.
Junior Taylor Crawford was the next Racer to finish, coming in seventh place with a time of 19:00.2,
while freshman Karissa Magnuson (19:09.4), and
senior Alaina Zanin 09:20.6) finished in eighth and
lith respectively to round out the top ll.
Magnuson, freshman from Pickerington, Ohio,
won the OVC Freshman of the Year, a frrst for Mur·
ray State. Assistant Coach Chris England spoke
highly of Magnuson's performance this season.
"She started the season very mature, both physically, scholastically and mentally and she's j~t carried that throughout the season," England said. "She
arted strong and has carried that all the way
rough our championships meet."
Several Racers earned recognition after the meet,
s Jones and Crawford were awarded all OVC first
while Magnuson and Zanin made the second

t: :
t

England said he was pleased with the team's perrmance.
"I think it's an outstanding accomplishment for
e individuals," England said. "Obviously the sport
be both team sport and an individual sport. I
think those four individuals worked hard to achieve
their personal goals, as well as to help the team to
achieve its goal. Last year we had one girl on the sec:ond team OVC and she was our highest placer. This
ar, surpassing that, placing four in the top ll was
eat."
The men improved over last season's ninth-place
Jn.isb, coming in eighth out of 10 teams.
Freshman Jordan N~l<olaiseo ,wAA the top fu:ish!j,r
for the men, coming in 34th place out of 81 runners
with a time of 27:42.9, with junior Andrew Beckman
finishing right behind him in 48th (28:36.9)
Juniors Jack Findley (5lst.28:47.5) and Andrew
....,Smjthson (55th,29:ll.4) and sophomore Theron
C::halcpah (53rd, 28:58.3) rounded out the top five for
: the Racers.
•- England said. b.e bas bigb expectations for his
t:teams during the NCAA Regional meets.
~ "The NCAA Regionals is a very competitive
cet," England said. "We've nm against the best
ams this year in Kentucky, that being Louisville
d UK, but unfortunately for us, some of the best
• teams in the country reside in the states of Virginia
:.lind
North Carolina. They have very strong women's
t •
•=erograms so we want to take our improvement that
:!'we've shown, not only in our conference, but carry
...that into the regional meet and then start showing
orne of the regional teams where we can finish."
~;- Greg Waddell can be reached at grcg.waddcll@
·:inurraystate.cdu.
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Kristen Miller/The NPW$

Sophomore Katelyn Jones leads the pack of runners Satur~y at the Ohio Valley Conference Championships. Jones earned a third-place individual finish, helping
her team to a second-place overall victory, the highest the women have had since 1990.

Racers prepare to host:
1st conference tourney
Soccer plays Morehead
today at Cutchin field
Elizabeth Johnson
Staff writer

:Senior midflelder Melissa curry wards off a defender In agame against Austin Peay

!;state University this season. The Racers will take on Morehead State today In the
::.Semifinal game of the Ohio Valley Conference tournament

The Murray State soccer team prepares to play Morehead State University at 1 p.m. today at Cutchin Field in
the semiftnal round of the Ohio Valley Conference tournament.
urve been very happy with our performance," Head
Coach Beth Acreman said. "We had a good run in regular
season OVC play. We've definitely learned a lot. Now
we're just hoping that we can put it all together for the
tournament. The games are going to be tough no matter
who we play. We have to remain focused and put forth our
best effort in this final part of the season."
The Racers ended their regular season play Friday in a
2-1 victory over Lipscomb University and claimed the No.
1 spot in the OVC, therefore receiving a bye in the tournament's first round Tuesday. This win put the Racers at a
12-5-2 regular season record, breaking last year's record ll
wins.
Both teams went scoreless in the first half, in a predom·
inantly defensive game. The Bison were on the board first
with a goal by Lipscomb's Halie Proffitt, assisted by Kate
Spellman, 70 minutes into the game
"The Lipscomb game for us was a game that we wanted
to use to fme tune for the tournament." Acreman said. "We
took our time to score, but when I challenged the team to

play with character in the second
half, they responded with two
goals."
Murray State's senior co-captains
responded quickly. With 75 minutes gone on the clock, senior midfielder/forward Rebekah Clay
..;..
angled a comer kick to senior mid- Check out thenews.orv ,
fielder Melisa Curry, who took it in
for the goal.
for a video from Fri·. ·'
"This season has been a long day's game and an ·: •
journey," Clay, who now has 21 exclusive Interview
career assists, said. "Mostly, we've with Head Coach Acrebeen going one game at a time, try- man.
•
ing to keep focus. We're doing the
~"'"
same for the tournament. We've got to keep the intensity
up, focus on winning (today's) game and then moving oq
to Sunday's game."
Clay leads the OVC with eight assists this season after
setting up senlor midfielder/forward Krista Muilkens with
oruy eight minutes left in regulation play of the Austin
Peay game. With this goal, Muilkens moved to the No. 3
spot on Murray State's all-time list for most goals with 22
total.
"It's been an awesome season," Muilkens said. '1t's great
to be a senior and leave this legacy. We've broken a lot of
records, but we still have a lot to accomplish. Our goal is
to obviously win the OVC tournament, move onto to play
in the NCAA tournament and maybe go even further."
Murray State freshman defender Veronika Pribyslavsh
was named the OVC Defensive Player of the Week.
•.
Students will have free admjssion to these conference
games with their student racer<:ard.
Elizabeth
Johnson
can
be
reached
a!
elizabetha.johnson@murraystatc.edu.
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·Tim's 2·Minute I

Dr-1111
College football wrap up
For all of you tired of the election, here
is your safe haven.
.Look no further than the "2-Minute
Drill's First Look": Crabtree scores, Texas
\oses, Florida foregoes celebration, Dawgs
drop another and Penn State stands still,
~ets jumped.
· rf you didn't see the Texas Tech highlights on ESPN at least lO times, let me
break it down for
The
Red
you.
Raiders hit-'em fast
and hit-'cm hard.
Graham
Harrell
recorded his first
touchdown pass in
the second quarter to
put the Red Raiders
up 19·0. In the second half Jordan
Shipley energized
MacAllister
Texas with a punt
A~sistant
return for a touchSports Editor
~ qwn
and Colt
M.cCoy threw his second touchdown pass
in, the forth quarter to give Texas a onepoint lead 33-32 with 1:29 left in the game.
"We're gonna win the game; you left us
to:o much time," Harrell said after the
game.
Harrell orchestrated the game-winning
d~ive in picturesque style. With just eight
seconds left in the game, H:urell let the
l:ial1 go and Crabtree broke on the inten·
tionally underthrown ball, threw his
hands up at the last second and walked a
tightrope through two defenders and
scored with one second left.
. This week the Red Raiders will have to
face an equally explosive offense against
Zac Robinson, Dez Bryant and the Oklahoma State Cowboys.
• With Texas Tech's win, it got a Christmas Day-like surprise Sunday when it
jumped Penn State in the rankings to number two in the nation. The only hitch is
that the Cowboys are just six spots behind
the Masked Riders in the AP poll, which is
how many they were behind Texas last
week.
In the SEC. Florida continucdJts dominance and proclaimed itself the hottest
team in the nation after beating Georgia,
49-10. Tim Tebow was in Heisman form,
scoring five of the game's eight touchdowns. two through the air and three on
the ground, for the Gators. f lorida put the
game out of reach in the third quarter
when the lead grew from 14·3 at the half to
35:3 at the 's tart of the fourth. Florida didn:t'.need any whole team celebrations like
Georgia had last year to win this one, just
huge play from its quarterback and three
il}terceptions from its defense.
With that win, the SEC is looking more
a~d more like a two·horse race. Fifth·
ranked Florida and first ranked Alabama
h!ad its respective divisions of the SEC.
W ith that Alabama has one of the toughest
games this weekend and will again have to
sliow up in a big way on offense against
tlie LSU Bayou Bengals.
Nick Saban's former school is churning
the pot on message boards and through
the Internet. The Crimson Tide will have
to stay focused on football and not on the
pype surrounding the game. John Parker
Wilson will have to provide a solid game
~}lrough the air to loosen up a stiff run
defense from the Tigers. On the flip side,
LSU must establish some consistency
from the quarterback position. Jarrett Lee
·and Andrew Hatch have to step up this
·~eek for the Tigers to have a chance.
· This brings us to this week' s Mac
A~ards. The stupidest program goes to ...
you guessed it Tennessee. After letting
Philip Fulmer go, the Volunteers arc the
latest major university to can their coach
after some tough spells. Fulmer brought a
is0-51 record to the Vols, their 1998
national championship and two SEC
championships. Good call Tennessee.
The Mac Award "best call of the week"
g~es to Joe Paterno of the Nittany Lions.
Paterno said "'s it the BCS? The BSC? I
d9n't know what it is. They gonna do what
,they gonna do; it doesn't make a difference what I say. You know what I'm concerned about is Iowa."
The Mac Award for courage goes to an
offensive lineman from Tulsa named Wil·
son Holloway. Holloway is battling cancer
for the second time while playing left
tackle. He has a hole in his chest for
chemotherapy but refuses to give in.

Tim MacAllister can be reached at
timotby.macallister@murraystate.cdu.
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The volleyball team joins tOQether to celebrate a victory over the University of Tennessee Martin this season. The women will hit the road this weekend to take on No. 2 More·
head State University Friday and Eastern Kentucky University Saturday.
,.

Racers take 2 on weekend=
Women travel
for final away
matches
Kyle Rogers
Staff writer
The Mur ray State volleyball team
will e mbark on one more ;road
swing when it travels to Morehead
State and Eastern Kentucky this
weekend.
T he Racers arc coming off a
weekend sweep of Tennessee State
and Austin Peay at Racer Arena.
Along with the two wins, Mu rray
State picked up two Ohio Valley
Conference awards.
Freshman libero Kayleah Sauer
earned OVC Player of the W eek
and freshman setter Jade Guo
picked up the OVC Setter of the

Week award.
The Racers kicked off the weekend when they welcomed Tennessee State on Friday. The Tigers
held tough, but the Racers took the
first set 28-26.
The next set saw Murray Statt~
take a commanding 25-18 victorr as
the teams headed into intermission.
Tennessee State d id not lie duwn
in the third set, but the Racers were
able to close the door with a 25-23
victory.
"We played consistent and strong
tonight," Head Coach David
Schwepker said. "The key for us is
that w e don!t play up .and <ioWJt~o I
am very happy. That will be the key
to our success the rest of the season
if we continue to play <ln that level
playing field."
Freshman outside hitter Logan Su
led the Racers with 13 kills nnd a
.324 hitting percentage. Sophomore
outside hitter Becca Lamb followed
Su with 12 kills.
"All of our hitters did well
tonight," Schwepker said. "Logan
played really consistent. Alison
Mugler had a high hitting percent-

1,111..111.
PPIITIIm

stayed pretty consistent except in
the fourth set, but the difference
was getting a few more blocks and
putting a lot more pressure on
Austin Peay at the end."
Sophomore outside hitter Ashl~·
Nenninger paced the Racers with \1
career bl)St 20 kills with a .405 hit·
ting percentaHc. Nenninger also
;"tddt•d twtl blo~ks and two digs on
the night.
l
The Racers will try to take two
more matches this weekend against
Morehead State and Eastern Kentuck)'. Morehead State is "-urrently
second in the OVC with an 11-3 conference record and overall record
of20·8.
The Ra~ers lust to the Eagles
Sept. 27 in a 1-3 mntch at Racer
Arena.
Eastern Kentucky is currently
eighth in the OVC standings with a
conference n !Cord of 4-10, 5-1H
overall.
Murray State defeated Eastern
Kentucky 3-1 Sept. 26 at Racc,r
Arena.

Kyle Rogers cnn be reached
kylc.rogrrs@murraystnte.cdu.
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Racers fall to Eastern, host SEMO·:
Ricky Martin

son.l't

Staff writer

The Panthers (4-5, 2-3) were sharp on tltc
defensive side of the ball.•tllowing the Racers to
accumulate 261 yards of total offense. 88 of which
came on the ground.
,
The Racer offensive unit was able to lind some
rhythm late in the Sl:Cond 4uarter with sopho·
murl' quarterback Jeff Ehrhardt completing passes to Derrick Towns('(, Marcus Harris and DeA~;~;
gclo Nelson to set up the offense inside the fiv;._
rard line.
The Panther defense. however, stiffened up
and kept the Racers out of the end zone.
Freshman Kienan Cullen booted a 19-yard field
goal to get the Racers on the board.
Cullen nailed a 34-yard field goal early in the
third quarter accumulating for all of the Racers'
points.
T he defense made lt few big plays but not
enough to stifle the Panthrr offense.
Sophomore linebacker L'.ach Kutch had an
interception; he returned 45 yards to the EIU.
nine-yard line, but the offense was not able to
capitalize.
Senior linebacker Nathan Williams had anoth·
er strong showing as he continues to play a major
role as a defensive juggernaut in the OVC.
Williams recorded 21 tackles . eight of which were
solo. Williams'l41 tackles arc 19 shy of the sin·
gle-season school record held by Donald White.
Murray State wiJI havl' two games remaining
after its showdown with SI~MO this weekend.
Games are at E:tstern Kemu~ky University on
Nov. 15 and at home against Tennessee State on
Nov. 22. which is Senior Day and the final home
game for the Racers this season.
Ricky Martin
can be reached at

After a difficult two-game road trip through
the Ohio Valley Conference, the Murray State
football team will return home to try to put a :;top
to its two-game losing skid.
The Racers (3·6, 2-3) will host Southeast Mis·
souri State University at 1 p.m. Saturday at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
The Redhawks (3-6, 1·4) are led on offense by
senior running back Timmy Holloman, the
school's fourth all-time leading rusher with 2.284
yards.
On defense, the Redhawks will look for senior
linebacker Nick Stauffer, who ranks futh in the
nation with 12.78 tackles per game. The strong
special teams unit for the Redhawks is led by
junior punter Doug Spada, who ranks third in the
country with an average of 44.42 yards per punt.
Head coach Tony Samuel is 10-21 in his third
season at SEMO, with a 44·78 overall record in
his 11 years as a head coach, includ ing his eight
seasons at New Mexico State University.
Murray State leads the all-time series against
SEMO with a record of 35-6-1.
The Racers will try to rebound from a tough
loss against the Panthers of Eastern Illinois Uni·
versity last Saturday in Charleston, Ill.
The Racers had two first quarter turnovers.
which the Panthers converted into touchdowns, a
double-digit deficit the Racers would not rally
back from, losing 34-6.
"You can have two turnovers early in a game
and expect to win." Head Coach Matt Griffin said
at a press conference Monday. "I wish I knew
what it was at the beginning of the game, but I
just don't right now. We had a great week of

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments

-

age. Even though she didn't get set a
lot, but she made the most of those
balls that she did get and Bccca had
some big kills for us at crucial
times, especially on that last kill in
the third set."
Defensively the women also
stepped up their game. Sauer tallied
19 digs along with st•nior outside
hitter Alison Mugler and senior
libero Heather Norris, who recorded 13 digs each. junior setter Cassie
Chesney also finishl•d strong with 11
digs.
Austin Peay was a tougher win,
taking the Racers to five sets. Murray State started out the night with
a 28-26 win in the first :;ct. The two
teams then went back and forth
with Austin Pcay winning the second set 25-22, and Murray State taking the third set 25·23. The Racers
came out of the locker room flat.
dropping the fourth set 13·25. With
the fifth set came a Racer victor}'.
15-.11.
"At the end of the match we did a
lot better blocking and we had a lot
better defense in that last set as
well," Schwepker said. "Our uffensc

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext . 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a .m . - noon

1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Junior wide receiver Derrick Townsel carries the ball
In Saturday's Qame aoainst Eastern Illinois. The Racers host SEMO Saturday.
practice leading into this game. It is going to be a
real gut check for our guys the rest of the sea-

Immanuel LUtheran
Church

.•

richnrd.mnrtin@murrayscate.cdu.

t

corner of 15th and Main
Aaoss from Sparks Hall

Lutheran Hour
FM 92.1
9

p.m. Sunday
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Outdoors
Alison Mugler
SportsEditor
Last week: 7·4
Season record: 71-41

Ricky Martin
Sports writer
last week: 8·3
Season record: 8G-32

Tim MacAllister
Assistant Sports Editor
Last week: 7-4
Season record: 78·34

Kyle ROQers
Sports writer
last week: 7·4
Season record: n -35

Devon "AK" Bethune
Ad desioner
Last Week: 9-2
Season record: 84-28

#12 TCU at #8 Utah

Dear-mating season in
full swing
As the peak of the rut nears, deer will
become more and more unpredictable.
Their preoccupation with mating
cause them to lose their guard.
• ••
Bucks will chase mates arou nd t)ie
woods with no
daily routine or pattern. During the
'•
weeks o r days
before the peak,
however. deer are
still vulnerable to
having their movements predicted.
Setting up a stand
Steve
over some good
Miller
rubs or scr apes is
the closest thing to Outdoor columnist
a sure bet in rhe
first phases of the rut.
T he dominant bucks believe they h~v'c
some br eeding ownership over the
females in their neck of the woods. A buck
will mark his territory by "rubbing" his
antlers against trees along the boundaries
of "his" area. With a mature buck, the
marks on the tree look more like he usca
a chainsaw and not his antlers. This 11
clear sign to other bucks: No trespassing!
Scrapes are areas on the ground where
b ucks paw the soil with their hooves.
They can vary in size from as small as a
foot-and-a-half wide to sometimes seven
o r e ight feet.
Deer make and maintain scrapes as a
way to commu nicate with other deer:
They leave their scent by urinating over
their back legs onto the tarsal glands.
Then they rub their tarsal glands together
and squeeze urine over the scrape.
leaves a strong d istinct smelJ of that buck
in the scrape.
'
During the first phases of the rut, deer
will visit their rub or scrape lines at l~a$t
once a day. Their preferred areas to mar)(
are routes from bedding areas to fo'o<l
sources.
Therefore it is IQgiclil to ~sume they
w ill stop and tend to scrapes and rubs on
their way back to bedding areas in the
morning and on the way to feeding areas
in the evening.
Setting up a stand over these buck territories makes good sense, but it not as siinple as just picking a tree and waiting for a
mature deer to walk by. First of all, the
buck will approach the area from the
downwind side. This is because the deer
may not even need to come close, but
instead smell the scrapes from a distance
to interpret the activity.
'· '
Secondly, the deer will be vigilant: to
signs of competition moving into their
area. so a grunt call can bring a deer
gering on the edge of safety into shooti~g
range.
...·:
T he buck's sense of smell will also be
heightened because he is checking the
scrapes and rubs for the presence of hormones from docs, or even other bucks, '
Twenty years ago, research claimed
scrapes were used for bucks to be able 'to
find out when a doe was in estrous or getting close to estrous.
',
Recent researCh I have studied clai.~
this is not the case. Many still believe does
will urinate on a scrape and pheromo~cs
in the urine commu nicate breeding rcadi;
ness.
Whatever school of thought ·N~
believe, scent concealment is important.
A good tool to use is doe-in-heat and dominant buck scents. T hey will not only
cover your scent, but they will also serve
as an attractant.
' •'
1 consider the fi rst phase of the rut ' is
the best to shoot a mature deer with
which you would be proud to adorn your
wall.
Right now, deer are easier to pattern
than they will be during the peak of the
rut. They may travel miles in search of a
mate.
Take advantage of the pre-rut buc.k
behavior, because you never know if that
buck could be in the next county chasing
r
does once the rut hits it's peak.
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11 OSU at #24 Northwestern
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Georgia Tech at #19 UNC
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#1 Alabama at #16 LSU
#9 Oklahoma St. at #2 TexasTech

#5 Florida at Vanderbilt
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#21 California at #7 USC
Kansas at Nebraska
#23 Maryland at Virginia Tech
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Cincinnati at #25 WVU
Louisville at Pittsburgh

e falls to Jackson
Will Pinkston
Staff writer
The Murray State rifle team hopes to bounce
back from last weekend's loss to Ohio Valley
Conference rival Jacksonville State, as the Racers
will not only compete against the visiting
Nebraska Cornhuskcrs this Sunday, but will also
welcome home a f:1miliar teammate and coach.
Morgan Hicks, University of Nebraska's rifle
team head coach, is returning to her alma mater
Sunday, this time wearing a Husker red polo. as
opposed to her old Racer gold and blue.
Sunday marks the first time the Racers have
competed against the Huskers in the regular season in the past few years and could prove an
Interesting match for both teams.
' The Huskers, who compete in the Great American Rifle Conference, are coming off a weekend
loss in Fairbanks, Alaska to the No. 3-ranked University of Kentucky Wildcats and the No. 1rankcd and three-time defending champion Alaska-Fairbanks Nanooks.
t
"We have a lot to work on, but at least we know
what our weaknesses are and we are ready to
crack down, and work hard to ... get back on top,"

:. Rowing teams
compete at
Head of
:Hooch Regatta
...-.
~

•

Hicks told University ufNebrnska reporters.
Junior Amanda Jeffries has served as the team
leader for the Cornhuskcrs in the past few matches. Jeffries led Nebraska in air rifle and smallbore
with a team-best 587 and 575, respect ively.
against Kentucky and Alaska·Fairbanks Oct. 2627.
Hicks. who :1ttended Murray State between
2000-2004, also volunteered on the team as assistant coach and graduate assistant for two years
after graduating. She was the team's head coach
for the 2006-2007 season.
While shooting for the Racers, Hicks was an
eight-time all-American and was crowned the
2004 NCAA air rifle champion. She competed
with the U.S. Olympic team in the 2004 Olympics
hosted in Greece.
While bead coach for Murray State during the
2006-2007 season, Hicks led the Racers to a second-place finish in the OVC championships and a
26th-place finish in the NCAA rifle championships.
Murray State is also coming off a weekend loss
against OVC rl...-al Jacksonville State Gamecocks
at its own Pat Spurgin Range.
Jacksonville State was able to shoot an aggre-

gate total of 4,644 to Murray State's 4,533, giving
the Racers their first loss of the season. Murray
State fell behind in both air rifle, 2,237·2,305, and
in smallbore, 2.296-2,339.
The Gamecocks shot very well against the Racers and claimed the top three fin ishing positions
in both air rifle and smallbore.
Freshman Brian Carstensen led JSU with a personal-best score in smallbore with a score of 583.
Senior Michael Dickinson led the match with a
589 in air riDe.
"T his is the best score we have shot so far this
year and I hope they can continue this momentum," Jacksonville State Head Coach Ron Frost
told Jacksonville reporters.
Murray State's Kasey Meyer and Harley Jette
tied for the team leader in smallbore, both with a
total score of 570. Meyer also led the team in air
rifle with a total score of 583.
Lollar said the team is practicing everyday this
week and using last weekend's loss as an idea of
what to hone their skills on before facing Morgan
Hicks and her Nebraska Cornhuskers this Sunday
at the Pat Spurgin Range.

Alison Mugler

The women's novice four had the highest finish for the Racers, earning the No. 4 spot out o 26
boats. The women's novice eight fi nished sixth
out of 23 boats, while the women's varsity ended
the weekend with a No. 7 finish o ut of 27 boats.
Head Coach Matt Weaver said he was pleased
with the men's and women's performances in
Cbatanooga.
"We're looking really good," Weaver said. "To
place well at the hooch is great because it's the
second largest fall regatta in the nation. To finish well there means we are setting ourselves up
for the spring."
Weaver said the team strived to usc the fall as
a training period in preparation for its main season the spring. The teams' next competition is
scheduled for the first weekend of Aprll at the
John Hunter Regatta in Gainsville,Ga.

Sports Editor
The Men's and Women's Rowing Teams are
coming off a strong finish from Saturda)o· and
Sunday's Head of the Hooch Regatta in
Chatanooga, Tenn.
.Both teams raced against tough competition
from the University of North Carolina, University of Texas, Auburn University and the University ofFlorida.
The men's varsity four finished third out of 27
boats, missing second place by just nine tenths of
a second. First place was awarded to North Carolina State, while the No. 2 spot went to the University of Tennessee Chatanooga. The men's
novice four finished third out of 28 boats. The
team missed the second-place position by just
one tenth of a second, while Florida State University placed first and Texas finishing second.

Will Pinkston can be reached
william.pinkston@murraystate.edu.

Alison Mugler can be
son.muglcr@murraystate.cdu.

Eyecare Specialties
308 S. 12111 St., Murray

~~
:,
.. l l ,
..

.. ............
·

270-759-2500
• Laser vision surgery consultations
• Budget & designer cyewear
• Most insurance accepted
• All types of contacts

Murray State Employees
We accept your insurance
for your eye exam.

DR KEVIN M. ADAMS • OPfOMEI'RISf

rcach~d

at

at ali-

lin-

'r

Steve Miller can be reached ·~at
stevcn.millcr@murraystatc.cdu.

Suear
Shack
------------------------Bar & Gr1ll

A new restaurant in Paris, near the lake ~
is looking for a bartender/waitress.

Part time.
No experience necessary.
For more information, call Charlie Reddin 731 -571-6031 .
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i~h week. The News will pick some of the top plays in Racer athletics. To submit aplay for consideration In Hot Shots, con·
~~a Alison Mugler at alison.muglertmurraystate.edu.

Rick Burrey7ht• New>

Senior linebacker Nathan Williamsearned his third Ohio Valley Conference Defensive
Player of the Week award, totaling 21 tackles inthe Racers 34-61oss against Eastern
Illinois University Saturday. This is William's second game with 2Q-plus tackles, giving
him at total of 141 tackles on the season.
Freshman Karissa Magnu·
son received the Ohio
Valley Conference Fresh·
man of the Year award
for her strong perfor·
mances during the fall
season. Magnuson fin·
ished eighth with atime
of 19:09.4 at the Confer·
ence Championships Sat·
urday, also earning her a
spot on the AII·OVC Sec·
ondTeam.
PhoM by Elaine Kight!The News

freshman setter Jade Guo and libero Kayleah Sauer earned Ohio Valley Conference honors for their performances friday and
Saturday against Southeast Missouri State University and Austin Peay State University. Guo took OVC Setter of the Week, earning
her first tripledoubleof the season with 10 kills, 13 digs and 58 assists against Austin Peay. She also earned a career·hfgh 6!
assists against SEMO. Sauer received the OVC Defensive Player of the Week award after recording acareer-high 42 digs against
SEMOon Oct 28. She also earned 30 digs In the five-set match against Austin Peay.

Eliline Kight/The News

Monday Night: Flxltball
Enter for a
chance to win a

thenewspix.
com

News when you need it.

Toyot a pick- up
truck during the
ga m e.

thenews.org

The only
place where
you can
make

"I wonder what's happening at MSU right now...."

The News'
best
sports,
news,
and election
photos
yours.
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ONI\7eR~ITY ~~R~eR ~t10P
cuts for men, women and children

VOTED #l by
Murrey State Students!
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804 Coldwater Road
Murray, KY 42071
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Features Editor: Whitney Harrod
tAssistant Features Editor: Charlotte Kyle
1" Phone: 809·4468
...

~~

Jhl Wiier CoGiar

...

~National
news and gossip that's sure
•
~to spice up your

lunch conversation

•lnformatlon and photos from
~e Associated Press

j;Complled by Assistant Features Editor
tcbarlotte Kyle

1Phoenix .c onfirms

movie retirement

The words ''Good ~-;Bye!" were written
~n actor Joaquin
I>hoenix's knuckles
r·
~t a premiere Satur·
fday night for his lat~st
film,
"Two
!.Lovers."
Phoenix
..~onflrmed a surprise
:finnouncement he
~ade last week: he's
:~iving up movies.
~ .. I think it's just
Joaquin
!:moving on," Phoenix
Phoenix
~Paid. ''It's rediscov·
t}ring something else."
•• ''Two Lovers" is his last film. hl~ said.
His publicist disclosed Friday Phoenix
intends to focus on music. Phoenix
learned to play guitar and did his own
singing to play country legend Johnny
Cash in "Walk the Line," which earned
him an Academy Award nomination.
"Two Lovers" stars Phoenix as a hc:~rt
broken man torn between a needy, neurotic neighbor (Gwyneth Paltrow) and
the sensible woman (Vinessa Shaw) his
parents want him to marry. The film is
due in theaters early next year.

Michael Crichton dies of cancer
Michael Crichton, the best-selling
author who made scientific research terrifying in such thrillers as "Jurassic Park"
Photos by Caitlin Dunnagan/Thc Nt'Y.'S
and "The Andromeda Strain," died of
Emma Wall, senior from Germantown, Tenn. restores and resells old fll'niture.
An upholstered chair Wall made is for sale at PeddJer's Mall.
cancer, his family said.
Crichton, 66, died Tuesday in Los
Angeles after privately battling cancer.
"While the world knew him as a great
storyteller that challenged our preconceived notions about the world around us
and entertained us all while doing so "I also paint canvases," Wall said.
Laura Cash
Staff writer
his wife Sherr!. daughter Taylor, family
Wall said she does not follow any guidelines Or
and friends knew Michael Crichton as a
patterns for her creations; instead, she learns best
wone man's trash is another man's treasure."
from trial-and·error. So far. Wall's trials have laid a
devoted husband, loving father and gen-- t
erous friend who inspired each of us to
This is one Murray State student's outlook on life.
successful path. She has alr~ady sold one item nt
strive to see the wonders of our world
tier bOoth. 11 II '
Einma Wall, senior from GermirirtdWn, Ttnn., i ·
through new eyes." his.family said in :1
ensuring that old, unwanted furniture is not thrown
Her business savvy side is also playing a role in
statement.
out; instead, she is refinishing the worn wood and
her achievement in this trade.
A new novel by Crichton was tcntarestoring its once beautiful frame.
wl have a spreadsheet that I write how much I
"tively scheduled to come next month, but
And she does it all with a slight modern twist.
spend on each item and how much l sell it for,.. Wall
She recently restored an old, scrappy chair by
.publisher HarpcrCollins said the book
said.
was postponed indefinitely because of his
refinishing it with black paint and reupholstering
Wall is not the only student affiliated with Pcd·
illness.
the
seat
with
bright
pink
materiaL
'
dlcrs
Mall. Colton Gray, sophomore from Eddyville.
1
1 Crichton was married five times and
"I don't want to waste things," Wall said.
Ky., is the only student employee at the store.
1had one child. A private funeral is
She started looking into redoing furniture when
"1 came in all the time because of discount·
she frrst wanted a chair for her apartment.
movies," Gray said.
1planned.
"Everything I wanted was expensive," Wall .said.
As a result of his visits and an application
I
"So I went to Goodwill, got supplies and made one."
Edwards discusses his return to •ER'
process, Gray became an employee at the local
Actor Anthony
As a result of this first project, she began buying
favorite.
• ,
aged, shabby furniture and flipping it for profit.
' Edwards, who left
He said the mall has more than 200 booth spaces
; "ER" seven years
Through her talent and demand for such items, she
but currently only has ahmll 1wo open spaces. , ;
i ago, said in a telestarted her own logo, cunningly called Wall Art.
"(The vendor) picks the location and pays a
deposit," Gray said.
: phone news conferWall Art's notoriety has spread largely by wordof mouth. Wall said she and her mother were at
' ence Monday he
Peddlers Mall collects 2 percent commission of
I had no problem getMurray's Peddlers Mall one weekend when her
each booth's sells, but the vendor takes the remain1ting back into the
mother suggested · she rent a booth like the ones
ing 98 percent.
,
: swing of things
they were visiting.
Prospective vendors must have a Murray bast: while reprising his
ness license and cannot sell firearms or ~.~xpl1elt
So that is what she did.
Wall's first step toward entrepreneurship was to
j role as Dr. Mark
items. Commonly sold items are furniture, hjyS,
obtain her business license. About one month ago
Greene for the
clothing and tools.
;:: .
Thursday episode.
she received the license from Murray City Hall for
Peddlers Mall is located at 928 S. 12th St.. B11st.:
Dr. Greene, who
$35.
ness hours are 10 a.m. - 8 p.m. Monday • Satur<Jat
died of a brain
This past Saturday, Wall performed another
and noon-6 p.m. Sunday. For more information, ~tl
tumor at the end of the 2002 season,
uncommon task for a college student: she opened
759-2106.
·· ~
: appears in na~hback scenes.
her own booth at Peddlers Mall. There, she sells her
Laura
Cash
l·an
be
reac1Jed
a(
; "It was really like going back to high
Wall sits in one the chairs she reupholstered
homemade and refurbished items.
laura.cash@murraystate.edu.
: school, in the best way," Edwards said. "It
was like going back to your favorite class
and having your favorite teacher. It took
about a half an hour - and after about a
' half an hour, I really felt like I'd never
lteft."
I
• Edwards' appearance comes in the 15th
2nitcm i ms ul wii shud hk uwptll"
Gmall users just have to click on
Cody Arant
"On my 21st birthday, I callctt'(
and final season of "ER," which debuted
Staff wdter
You hit send and pass out for the
the settings button on their Gmail
few people," Maguire said rucfult'Y.:
1in 1994.
inbox page. From there, they must
evening. You wake up the next
Maguire said he wonders hi.!W:
I
It is 3 a.m. on a Saturday. If you
afternoon with two thoughts:
click the Labs tab. This tab features
effective the feature will work fp_r.
Docton re'anove tumor from Haggard
are still up, odds arc you were
.. Never again," and "What the hell
a number of experimental tools
some.
. ••
• Merle Haggard is recovering after hav·
enjoying yourself. Maybe you
was I thinking?"
Google is developing. Just click on
"If you're a senior math major
: ing a malignant tumor removed from his
imbibed prodigious quantities of
Thanks to Google, people may
the enable box and Mail Goggles is
you should be able to do calculus
: lung. Friends said Monday's surgery at
your favorite alcoholic beverage at
never have to feel that shame again.
activated in its default form. On the
when you're buzzed," Maguire s:~id.
: Bakersfield Memorial Hospital was a sue·
any of a number of fine purveyors
Straight from Google Labs comes
ge~eral setting tab, users can
Having Coogle administer a
: cess and thl' 71-year-old country crooner
of such goods. Whilst in this state,
1
Mail Goggles, a new feature
change the difficulty level of the
sobriety test is all well and good.
was in stable condition.
you find yourself beginning to pon·
designed for Gmail. Mail Goggles is
problems - from one to five - and
but Facebook or MySpace should
Doctors informed Haggard, who is
der such lofty philosophical quan·
I
the brainchild of Gmail engineer
the days and times the feature is
include a similar feature.
• from a Bakersfield suburb, about a spot
darics as the meaning of life, the
Jon Perlow.
active.
"Some of the funniest wall posts
:on his lung in May. He told The Bakersuniverse and everything.
In an official Gmail blog post Oct.
come when people are drunk,"
William Hunt, sophomore from
: field Californian in August he was not
You land on love, which causes a
Paducah, Ky., isn't a fan.
6, Perlow discusses the birth of
Maguire said. "They just babble
;I going to seck treatment, but friends and
flood of emotive responses threat·
Mail Goggles.
"For me, it wouldn't do a whole
about nothing, but it's nut usually
• family members convinced him otherening to consume every fiber of
"Sometimes I send messages I
lot," Hunt said. "1 think intoxicated
stuff you might regret."
.
1w1se.
your being. You begin to think on
shouldn't send," Perlow wrote.
I could solve simple math prob·
So, perhaps the world isn't ready
, Haggard became a household name
loves lost and, specifically, "the
"Like that time I told that girl I had
for drunk-proof Facebook, but at
lems."
: after the anthem "Okie From Muskogee"
one." You know the one; the one
a crush on her over text message....
Kate Thomas, sophomore from
least Google is taking steps to facil: hit No. 1 in 1969. He bas had 38 No. 1 hits
you truly do love, the only one who
Gmail can't always prevent you
itate its users' vices. According to
Benton, Ky., has seen first hand the
:stretching
back to 1966.
really mattered. the one who you
I
from sending messages you might
effects of the dreaded drunk dial.
some e-mail users, the next logical
would still datt- if you had not made
later regret, but today we're
"One of my friends got drunk and
step is a drunk dial prevention sys·
those mistakl'S.
launching a new Labs feature I
accidentally called her dad,"
tern on the new Gl or "The Google
It becomes imperative to let
wrote called Mail Goggles which
Thomas said. "She was on voicePhone" for those not in the kn{lW.
them know. You make your way to
may help."
mail for two minutes."
Until then, drunk people will
your computer to commit your
Mail Goggles is very simple. The
As such, Thomas is intrigued by
have to pester their friends, family
feelings to the screen. You
feature makes Gmail users solve
Mail Goggles.
and exes the old fashioned way:
painstakingly craft a masterpiece of
simple math problems in a limited
"It's an excellent idea," Thomas
drunken 4 a.m. phone calls th:tl
poetry, making clear all the things
increase in frequency until their
amount of time to verify that they
said. "It cuts down on humor
human beings have questioned for
are in the right state of mind to conthough."
loved ones arc forced to stagll an
centuries.
tact the outside world. The feature
Kiernan Maguire, junior from
intervention.
It reads a little something like
is only active during set times.
Louisville, Ky.. admits to having his
Cody Arant can be reucl1ed at
this: "hay gurl!!! watchu up 2
The feature is a breeze to use.
cody.arant@murraystace.edu.
fair share of drunk dials.

Student opens antique booth

I

I
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I

!
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Gmail offers Mail Goggles, drunk-proof e-mail featurej. .
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Music Review- - -- - - - - - - - --

Online sites offer free music downloads

Our panel "experts" will try out a variety of products
and offer their opinion every other week. In each panel
The News will feature a new fun, fresh and exciting
product for our panelists to review.

Assistant Features Editor Charlotte Kyle
writes the music reviews.
High Performance Pa int Scratch
Remover claims to eliminate scr:ltches, small
marks and scuffs from all
paint surfaces.

Logging onto MySpace has become such
a tedious process, I often question why I
continue to make the effort. All of my
fx:iends are on Facebook and all that awaits
~e pn MySpace is random friend requests
(se~: spam) and chain bulletins.
. After breaking past the ads and the biki·
nj-clad models wanting to be my friend, I
S\)II}etimes find a glimmer of hope. T he
words "free music'' instantly draw my
attf;ntion, much faster than Mfree" attached
to jtems like Macbooks and iPods. Free
music seems legitimate and, because my
bank account is running dangerously low.
~ take the bait.
)rce music has been good to me, after
all. A few songs can hook me, the bands
become favorites and I support the artists
thcough the purchase of future releases, T •
shirts and other merchandise. The following· arc recent free releases that have
c~~~ht my attention.

Whtrt to Mly It:
Rite Aid J>harmacy
1200 Main St.
753-8304

Panel says:

"This product is not something I would
suooest someone use on a car. The liquid
used to do the removino of the scratches
also removes whatever paint or other sur·
facethe scratches are on. I would hate to
have somethino like this on my window."
-omaun Covinoton

"Mi. Boddy'"
Mansions
·Mansions, who signed with Doghouse
Records earlier this year, released "Mr.
Boddy" last month as part of a seven-EP
initiative. The four-track download was
finished the day before its release. In an
~ffort to attract new fans and give. something back to the old ones, Christopher
Browder offered the F.P for the low cost of
nothing.
"Mr. Boddy" is a shining example of
what an artist can do on a deadline. The
music has flairs of 90s emo, not only
instrumentally but also with the feeling
thtu•ongs provide. The pain and the search
for belonging, which was so big in the cmo
movement, have resurfaced in Mansions'
material. The lyrics, delivered with a vulnerability only Browder can provide, are
honest and clever.
. On "I Swear" he s ings: "l was the
s'u-angest of thieves/pick all the locks and
then leave/to go home and fantasize about
the things/that 1 could've had if I opened
up that door."
· .The song flawlessly tr ansitions into
"Never Enuff," tying the EP together in the
middle and creating not four separate
swigs but one synchronic package.
· "Mr. Boddy" is available now at
punknews.org.
"Who Dares Wins"

How I Became the Bomb
It doesn't matter if they have one of the
coolest names I've stumbled across on
MySpace. How I Became the Bomb only
keeps my attention because of the eclectic
sound available on their previous releases.
. Thl' · band had aJI but disappeared the

courtesy of ebdy.com/ehaymotors

Black Student Council president
Photo cou!1t~y of m~sp.tC'e.wrn!mansion~

•

Doghouse Records' Mansions released 'Mr. Boddy' free last month as part of a seven-EP Initiative.
past year·and-a·half, but "Who Dares
Wins" kicksoff a series of volumes. To
download the first, one only needs to sign
up for the band's mailing list on their official Web site.
Kind of quirky, kind of geeky, the down·
load is three songs all worthy of checking
out. "Salvage Mission" is this epic produc·
tion, building up with monumental instrumentals and quiet vocals then bursting
into excitement and bliss: "Now 1've found
you I won't let you go."
The song reminds me of a space station;
the album reminds me of the journey. A
heroic build-up for what is to come, the
most disappointing factor is knowing the
next tracks won't be released until January.
"Who Dares W ins" is available now at
howibecamethebomb.com.
• -we've Been Strangers"
Awake! Awake!
When searching for new tunes to check
out, a friend I once referred to as a music
~ru told me about noisetrade.com. I'd
downloaded an album through the site
once before but never realized the nature
of its content. Artists arc able to upload
songs or albums to the site, offering the
tracks for either free or "whatever you
want to pay." To download for free, one
only needs to suggest the artist to five people through e-mail.

"I can tell a little difference, but all it

I located Awake! Awakc!'s "We've Been

seems to be doin9 is spreading the paint on

Strangers" on NoiscTrade and was sur·
priscd to find the HHrack album in the
company of four-song EPs. The band is
solid pop-rock. a dash of Jimmy Eat World
and Switchfoot mixed with the fallen
exclamation points of Panic at the Disco. It
Is soundtrack musiC! pleasant. catchy and
perfcl·t to set the sct!nC, whether it's a loud
party llr a quiet scene with Mandy M<•ore
crying.
I suppose it doesn't have to be Mandy
Moure who is crying, but soml' actress
looking out a window with tears in ltcr
cyt's is the mental image that forms Juring
songs such a~" l'he Fall/The Flight." It was
a surprising and completely random find,
stumbled upon while looking at tons
album covers.
"We've Been Strangers'' is a\'ailable nnw
at noisetrade.com.
Chttrlotte Kyle cun be reached ot

the surface. It may be effective for minor
scratches, but (those scratches) aren't ones
I would really worry about.·
-Holly Goddard Jones
Assistant professor of English and
philosophy

"On an unnoticeable patch of paint, it
appeared to melt the paint near the scratches and then I was able to (unskillfully) blendino it in. I am very hesitant to try thfs on a
noticeable spot on my car because scratches
are considered normaL but big swirls of
(attempted) paint fiXes are notn
-Josh Jacobs
Deputy to the president

charlottc.kl•lel@murraystatc.edu.

"I had afew scratches on my car, so I oave

this product atry. (The scratches)
definitely don't look as bad now as they
did before, but I think the immediate
shine will eventually 90 away."
- Kara Mantooth

One note: Only if yuu'rc bored
Two notes: Borrow it from a friend
Three notes: lluy it on ITuncs
Four note!': A futur{' classic
Five notes: "11tcy arc free them.

· Student Government Association president

~

The .MSU Speech and Debate Union

CkiKe~e RestAwrAKt
ALLDAY, ALL-YOU-CAN-EATBUFFET

pre:,ents:

lhe Fall
College of Business and Public Affairs'

DEAN'S DEBATE
The top four College De
argue f the
.AIIlll..,,gcl

oo$aJad Bar
.PepPflf8(1
-Hot Pan Chicken
-sushi
Shrimp
·Steak
-Mussels
-eunered
•tee Cream
Shrimp
-General Tso's
>Cocktail Shnmp
-Dessert Bar
Chicken
>Crab Rangoon
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1f>o 1 College Farm Rd.
Murra}; KY 42071
270-7 53-2088
TERRY D. CANERDY, D.V.M.
ROBERT M. WYNN, D.V.M.

Small animal veterinary care,
surgery, dentistry,
exotic pds and boarding.
Present your Racercard for a
10 pcrccnt discount ofl' of your
first visit.
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Regents vs.
angeliquesantiqes@yahoo.com
angeliquesantiques.com
31 0 Main Street
Hazel KY. 42079
270-492-6333
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Senior Adm ission Counselor. Murray Stat~.·
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Photos by Ca~ey

Northcutt/The N ew s

Sara Service, 22. from Carrolton, Ky., traveled to the Grand canyon last
month. Service, who was rendered paraplegic six years ago, traveled
four-and-a-half miles with the help of volunteers. •

.

•

Four men carry Service in a special chair called a Trail Rider, an oblo119 contraption with several buckles and one wheel.

Paraplegic woman conquers Grand Canyon
casey Northcutt
Staff writer
Hiking the Grand Canyon can prove difficult
for even the burliest of marathon runners, but
it becomes infinitely harder when one can't
walk at all.
Sara Service, 22, from Carrolton, Ky .• was
1eodered paraplegic after a car crash six years
ugo. On Oct. 8, however, her disabilities didn't
stop her from heading for the Colorado River
"at the bottom of the Grand Canyon.
That day. with the help of a hulking mountaineer named Jim Eibert and 11 companions to
carry her down and back, she prepared to expe·
rience something a disabled person never had
before.
Eibert started planning the trip in 2005. He
developed the idea of assisted adventure hikes
when he became the director of Camp Kysoc.
the summer camp Easter Seals established for
'children with disabilities.
"I had only ,been there six months when I
realized that a lot of people had not been given
the opportunity to go into a lot of the national
parks and a lot of the world's greatest adven-

ture hikes who had the inability to hike," he
said. ~As I discovered this, J began to realize,
'What a great adventure program to develop
world-wide where people that cannot walk can
start doing these adventurous hikes."'
Believing everyone should enjoy the majesty
of nature, Eibert pitched the idea to the Easter
Seals Board of Directors. While they loved the
concept, investors weren't so enthusiastic.
MWe approached every single foundation in
Amer ica, and we could not get any money at
all." he said.
After three years of trying, a few organizations and private donors came through, and
Eibert assembled his team, which included Service, her mother and brother and an assorted
handful of volunteers ranging from father-son
combos to a marathon-running bear hunter. All
were ready to hike.
The group set off down the trail before dawn.
Four men carried Service in a special chair
called a Trail Rider, an oblong contraption with
several buckles and one wheel. As they progressed down the path, the volunteers had to
lift the chair over every erosion log lodged into
the soil. The combination of Service and her

chair weighed approximately 200 pounds.
After hiking four-and-a-half miles, the group
paused at Indian Gardens to stuff themselves
full of Snickers bars. Gatorade and chips. They
had walked for six hours, lifting Service over
hundreds oflogs.
Although the group hadn't quite spent all of
their energy, the park rangers strongly recommendl•d they turn back instead of hiking the
final two-and-a-half miles to the Colorado
River. After an hour of debate, they agreed.
The trail simply held too many logs and they
weren't sure they could make it back from the
very bottom.
Service said sht• was disappointed the most.
"I want to go sec the Colorado River and I
want to go to the bottom," she said. "We came
so far."
Eibert used seven men to drag the T rail
Rider back up the path, three of them harnessed to the front. Good· naturedly calling
themselves the "Fellowship of the Rim," they
slowly trekked' up the canyon in short, LOO-foot
intervals.
The return trip, however, proved much more
difficult than the trek down. The pulling crew

had to fight gravity to lift the chair over logs
and they progressed more slowly than anticipated. Eveotu:1lly. they had to pull in 40-second
bursts before fa lling to the ground to rest. Eib-..
crt said he had never seen such dedication.
"They did what has never been done before,".
Eibert said. "They took a young woman who·
could not walk and they transported her over
one of the most rugged trails in the world."
The crew reached the top of the trail long
after sunset. Bruised and exhausted, they haG.
hiked a total of 16 hours, and yet they were
happy - they had accomplished their goal. A
disabled person had hiked the Grand Canyon,
proving that such assisted hikes are possible.
Eibert said he is now planning another trip
down the canyon along with a hike up Mount
Kilimanjaro with Service in January.
But, more importantly. Service had seen the
towering cliffs and trekked through the
canyon's crimson dust. When asked about
whethe&:.tbe._trjp fulfilled her expectations, the
young woman smiled.
Said Service: "It was more."
Casey Northcutt can be reached at
casey.northcutt@murraystate.edu.
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